
Mass Schooling

How we seem to have ended up with societies   in which people have been dumbed 
down , programmed and mind controlled where many are not  even wanting, willing or 
just not capable of thinking independently anymore.
The more schooled and  affluent a country the more infantilised and gullible  the 
society proved  to be  and the more spineless. 

“Socialised Insanity. (Anon)

;.. I’m a transistorized, transgenederized, transmogrified trans-human, A corporatized, 
commercialized, industrial-strength consumer, A goal setting, gym sweating, debt 
fretting freak, A social climbing net-worker that’s always on heat, I got my education, 
majoring in indoctrination, Where they taught me to comply, To never question 
why, And so I’m chasing an illusion of success that's sending me insane, Exploding my 
brain, And as we teeter on the brink, Soon to be extinct, I always have a smile, 
Because I'm living in denial.

 

Edit, a quote from John Lyddon; "you start off in school & they take your soul away, 
they take your brains away, your not allowed to have an opinion that differs from theirs, 
you've got to think what they want you to think," .”

⸻

John Taylor Gatto A Short Angry History Of Modern Schooling

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=pUEy4hTe6_I

Packed with information and wisdom. Rough notes.

900 page book condensed in 1 hour 



Philosophical conviction which  approached a religion in intensity that early 
indoctrination would lead to an orderly scientific society lead by the best people 
unhampered by the democratic tradition for American libertarian attitude.

Forced schooling was a prescription to make the bulk of the population alike 
dependant on remote ( not local) authority for allocation to one or another station in 
the economy.

Late 19th century a special concept was invented to lock older children in play , which 
they  called adolescent. 
Infantilisation  of  young people , permissible age to leave school became higher and 
higher.
The number of occupations not demanding schooling became fewer.
Schooling  but not educating 
There was a purpose for schooling, concentrated around a highly centralised economy 
and a strong political state will start to need.

Rockefeller foundation  and other  corporate interests - the schools have been 
seized the way the octopus has seized its pray by an ‘invisible’ government.

1920 were a boom  period for forced schooling. 
It is the business of teachers to run not  just  the school but the world,. academic 
subjects are of little value.
The whole traditional system of rearing the young was being made over by ‘experts’.

Genetics- set a line of thinking that it might be possible to create life and shape it any 
way you want it to. 
Muller preached that planned  breeding was necessary to bring mankind progress. 
Genetics manifesto . - A project of racial hygiene , where eugenics was state policy. 
Accomplish by education what dictators in Europe are seeking to do by compulsion 
and force.

Competitively  business  - concluded that others eg. Asia are worst  , even 
though workers are silenced religion, tradition and government interfere with what 
a business can do. The American worker is a push -over. 
The American worker live in constant panic, fear is the secret supervisor. Gives 



management flexibility that other nations will never have to such an extent , fear to 
be laid off . Fear keeps a break on American wages.
USA- what looks like managerial decisions are actually made by abstract 
mathematical rules which are manager proof as well as workers proof . No 
sentimentality, no ideological treachery by a soft hearted boss . Account bottom 
line rules everything 

Endless consumption completes the golden circle.
Non stop American addiction to novelty which provides the American business with 
only reliable domestic market in the  world. Elsewhere , in hard times, business dries 
up because people sit on their money.
Not here, we shop till we drop, we mortgage our future in bad times as well as in good. 

⸻-

The fantastic wealth of the American big business is psychologically and 
procedurally grounded and the training for  this mental state and necessary docility it 
requires that comes from the American classroom.
School  must train individuals to respond as a mass, to be frightened , envious, 
bored , emotionally needy and generally incomplete. 
It is common sense , a successful mass production economy has to have such a 
cliental

A small business, small farm economy eg. Amish , requires individual competence, 
thoughtfulness, compassion , universal participation.

USA requires a well managed mass , levelled, spiritless , anxious , family-less, 
friend-less,  godless and obedient. 
People who believe  the difference between Coke and Pepsi is a subject worth arguing 
about.

- you need people for this economy who learn that status is purchased . 
When  you buy something you are immediately dissatisfied with it because it is not 
producing the promised rush as advertised
- you need people to learn that others managed our lives, that most people including 
one own parents are ignorant and irrelevant, that god is an obsolete fancy not worth 



bothering about .
- that ultimate satisfaction comes from official approval
- the fantastic wealth of the American  big business is the direct result of school 
training. Training  children to be fearful, bored and addicted to novelty , suspicious of 
themselves and other and voiceless in important matters. That is what the bells are for.

Schools have been engineered to serve a particular kind of economy and a strictly 
layered social order not to benefit friends and family that is why it has to be 
compulsory.

The prime directive of schooling is to retard maturity and wholeness. School is the 
first impression children got of organised society , like most first impression , it is a 
lasting one.
Forced schooling  is poison to healthy human development.

Most classroom work - is not significant work, it does not satisfy real needs pressing 
on the individual, does not answer real questions that experience raises  in the young 
mind. It does not solve any problems encountered in real life.

The psychological effect  making work external and foreign to individual longing, 
experience , questions and problems renders the victim listless. Growth and 
mastering only come to those who vigorously self direct.
Difference between elite  education and common training. Initiating, creating , 
reflecting , active things are precisely what the structure of schooling is set up to 
prevent on one pretext or another.

⸻

It takes about 3 years to break most kids, 3 years combined to environments of 
emotional needless with nothing real to do.
1/3 of time , it is like the army you are not actually doing anything at all.
In such environments , songs, smiles, bright colours and cooperative games do the 
work better than angry words and punishment.

⸻—



Prussian Schooling.
The Prussian government was favourable to the inventor of kindergarten and the 
inventor of fun and games elementary schools. There was a method to it, the 
strongest meshes of the school net are totally invisible . 
Constant  biding for a strangers attention creates a chemistry whose product are the 
common characteristics of modern school children ie. Waining, dishonestly, malice, 
treasury, cruelty.

The  incessant   competition for official attention delivers cowardly children, little 
people  sunk in chronic boredom, little  with no apparent purpose for being alive. 
The procedure is identical to  that  which causes cage rats to develop eccentric 
mannerisms when they have to press a bar for food on an aperiodic reinforcement 
schedule where food is delivered at random but the rat does not know that. 

A handful decided to band government business to the service of schooling and the 
political state as has been done in Prussia.
And a higher mission, to catch the imagination of dreamers. 
School was to serve as an instrument for managing evolution, establish the 
preconditions for selective breeding.
Had to be done  quickly before the new industrial masses take things within their own 
hands. 
Standardised testing  would eventually be used to separate those fit to breed  and 
fit to work from those unfit.

A group of academic social engineers was able to visit mainland China in the first 3 
decades of the 20th century and lived there. 
In China they tested  pedagogical theory on a docile and bewildered population who 
have anciently lost its ancient form of government .

Book -Motivation of school work - 1916.  quote minute 36
“The introduction of American school in the Orient has broken up 40 centuries of 
tradition. It has given us a new China, a new Japan and is working market progress in 
Turkey and the Philippines. The schools are in a position to determine the line of 
progress.”

The Chinese   revolution was western inspired and western financed just like the 



Russian revolution soon was to be. 
Out of this ferment rose the Chinese tracking practice build on the ancient habit of 
character reference modernised and bureaucratised  called the  Danwei .*
( sound like the prototype to the social credit system and digital slavery )
* The influence of a work unit on the life of an individual was substantial and permission 

had to be obtained from the work units before undertaking everyday events such as travel, 

marriage, or childbirth.[citation needed] Amongst other things, the work unit assigned 

individuals living quarters and provided them with food, which was eaten in centralized 

canteens. The danwei system was crucial to the implementation of the one child policy as 

the reproductive behaviour  of workers could be monitored through the danwei system. 

Workers not complying with policy could have their pay docked, incentives withheld or 

living conditions downgraded.

( https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Work_unit) 

Information reservoirs attached to schooling. 
Data gather of children as the moral right of institutions.

Between 1896-1920, powerful industrialists  Carnegie and Rockefeller spend more 
money  than the government on mass schooling.
A system  of modern schooling was constructed without public participation.

Motives of this project 
1906 - paragraph from Rockefeller , at minute 39.
‘ In our dreams people yield themselves with perfect docility to our moulding hands. 
The present education convention of intellectual and character education fade from 
their minds and unhampered by tradition we work  our own will upon a grateful and 
responsive folk. 
We shall not try to make these people and any of their children into philosophers or 
man of learning or man of science . We are not to raise up from them authors, 
educators poets , man of letters. We shall not search for artists, painters , musicians , 
lawyer, doctors, preachers , polititaiona, statesman of which we have an ample supply.
The task is simple, we will organise children and teach them in a perfect way the things 
their fathers and mothers are doing in an imperfect way.

The real purpose of modern schooling -Edward Ross -Sociology
Book- Social Control .



Plans are under way to replace family , church and community with propaganda 
and ‘education’ ie schooling and mass media. 
People , he informed his readers, are only little plastic lumps of dull.

———-

1920- Called Government schooling the perfect organisation of the ‘hive.’
Standardised testing is to cause the lower classes to confront their biological 
inferiority.

1971-The US office of education now deeply committed to gaining  access to the 
private lives of children. 

1989- total restructuring of scientific scholarship .
The importation of German research values to America at the end of the 19th century 
covered the track of what was going on. Collage used to be about teaching and 
learning, universal student growth.
A German research University was about direct service to the corporation and the 
political state using students who paid for the right to donate their services free , 
along with the paid professional academics in return for demonstrating that they have 
trained adequately and was loyal, the German system , then, reserved jobs and 
professional licenses for the appropriate graduates.

Colleagues endowed by  great industrialists  together with the state endowed unversity 
movements, 

Purpose - mastering the  secrets of evolution and driving society towards a 
managed scientific utopia .

Bionomics- why and how of producing a new evolutionary ruling class.
Control breeding and elimination of the unfit.

Eduard Bernays-  know coming  up public  relations - An  invisible power is in control of 
every aspect.

1961-German concept of the political State as fatherland surfaced in JF Kennedy 
inaugural  speech . 



Ask not what your  country can do for you but what your country  your country.

1985- Time magazine 
‘Democracy is in the worst interest  of national goal. 

Manufacturing consent -Chomsky *-- The news you  hear is tidily controlled , 
constricts public imagination wherever important interest are  question.

*Chomsky. - is part of the propaganda or in his scientific illiteracy just succumbed to 
the manufactured consent 
“Noam Chomsky says the unvaccinated should just remove themselves from society 
'How can we get food to them?' asks Chomsky. 'Well, that's actually their problem'

https://nationalpost.com/news/world/noam-chomsky-says-the-unvaccinated-should-
just-remove-themselves-from-society

School was an important terminal on a production line to create an utopian resembling 
a gigantic Epston  centre  . 
One important eugenical limitation on this school created utopia it was the not 
intended  for everyone , at the most for 20% of the existing population. 

Social control- plans are on its way to replace family , church and community with 
propaganda, schooling mass media.

⸻—

Goverment School has made people dumber not brighter, has made families 
weaker not stronger. 
Has set the class structure in stone by dividing people in classes and setting them 
against one another and has been midwife to alarming concentration of wealth and 
power in the hands of a fraction of  our national community.

Real school reform would have to overturn a powerful form of mental conditioning 
which has taken a century to implant. 
To one degree and or another all of us have been indoctrinated in a variety of ways 



to believe that the American experiment which promised ordinary people soverignity 
over their own lives was wrong headed and childish.
Real school reform would have to defeat the belief learned in school and reenforced in 
the media that ordinary people are to stupid  , to irresponsible , to childish to be 
trusted to look out for themselves. 

⸻—

Scientific schooling was imposed by corporations and the government a century ago. 
After all, why should ignorant hopeless people be allowed to make decisions even 
personal one eg. how to raise children.  Certified experts are available who know vastly 
more.
Any bedrock of protestant reformation was Luther declaration ‘every man his own 
priest.’

⸺-
To have better schools that serve families and communities and individuals .
 Instead of suffocating them we need to abandon  entirely any such sociological 
realities as mass man actually exist except in the mind of those who benefit from 
such a belief. No two people are alike , nobody can be  accurately described by 
numbers  and graphs. 

We would have to accept that as a fantasy like scientific pedagogy is impossible 
because each person  has a private and singular destiny. 
We will need to transfer faith from school and  corporate experts .
We will  need to wake up and admit that knowledge is a far cry from wisdom and each 
American has the right to live he or she deems wise. 
And the  way the individual chose to live and raise  their kids means disaster for global 
corporation then that faithful choice still needs to be honoured. 
Popular will beat back government tyranny, government would check popular tyranny 
over minority rights.
This unwindable war  between two flawed collectivising principles, coercive 
government and bullying public opinion will always produce liberty for those who want 
it. 



The only true test for freedom is the right to differ about things that touch the 
heart of the existing order. 
That truly is the standard, that a  strike to the heart of this thing and take back our 
children from the management engineers.

End of video

⸻⸺

“Oceanic society rests ultimately on the belief that Big Brother is omnipotent and that 
the Party is infallible. But since in reality Big Brother is not omnipotent and the party is 
not infallible, there is need for an unwearying, moment-to-moment flexibility in the 
treatment of facts. The keyword here is BLACKWHITE. Like so many Newspeak words, 
this word has two mutually contradictory meanings. Applied to an opponent, it means 
the habit of impudently claiming that black is white, in contradiction of the plain facts. 
Applied to a Party member, it means a loyal willingness to say that black is white when 
Party discipline demands this. But it means also the ability to BELIEVE that black is 
white, and more, to KNOW that black is white, and to forget that one has ever believed 
the contrary.”

― George Orwell, 1984

They created a society of easily  manipulated people  that cannot think independently 
and outside the allowed / acceptable framework .  Many  need to be told what to think 
and what facts are by designated ‘experts’ , academia  and the media.
We have  many  who in their oblivion and perceived ‘virtue ‘ , the do gooders’ ,are  
participating  in implementing/enforcing  evilness  and many get rewarded well with 
accolades and money . They are sold to us as ‘success ‘ stories to aspire to the better 
they perform in this dystopian society .
The masters   can  use them, humiliated them, break them   at a press of a button ( 
covid scam, fighting for  ideologies,  taking sides in wars ) and  manipulated them 
psychologically to participate  in building  and enforcing  their own slavery system. 

They break people from a young age . There are very  obvious mental block where 



people can only think within their programming.
Anything  different or contradictory, they convinced them  to self -censor via terms like 
conspiracy theories and the ministry of truth- fact checkers to tell one allowed facts . 

Like in a cult , they managed to  easily convince  people to comply with inhumane 
measures through brainwashing or fear of a fine  ( no-one put a gun to one’s head ) 
abandon family and friends  , especially the sick and dying , and to cooperate into acts 
of  psychological/ physical  child abuse and  of self - harm  ie.masks and jabs not only  
to ‘save themselves ’ but to protect others, especially the 90 year old granny with 
several co- moralities . There was a meme that describes the level of insanity, the 
children need to be protected from the adults. 

Many have even been virtue signalling their righteousness into such embarrassing 
level of stupidity.
(  well described in the basic laws of human stupidity -https://principia-
scientific.com/the-5-basic-laws-of-human-stupidity-according-to-cipolla/ )
We just had  a massive increase in the super- stupid ,  also in crooks and psychopath 
who are helping with the digital slavery system that will affect them , their family , 
friends and the future of their children and grandchildren.
Many  are planted in position of power and facilitator, operating in some of the most 
corrupt institutions that many have been conditioned to trust, even worship eg. WHO 
which will soon  try to take global control.

Astonishing the cognitive dissonance  even  in in the so called ‘awake ‘  people , who 
can only think up to a point and even when mentioning something  along the same line 
they  suddenly cannot handle it, they shut  off and react like a cult member by denying, 
even  getting aggressive and defending the most obvious and illogical falsehood or  a 
consensus ‘expert’ - the gurus of our times. 

Schooling into   false ‘ scientific’  dogmas has taking away people’s imagination , to 
contemplate everything and believe nothing, that what we know today will be outdated 
tomorrow .With  new knowledge  and wisdom there will be better explanations. 

If mention  a basic provable , irrefutable scientific  fact that contradicts some people‘s 
indoctrination and programmed  reality , many cannot cope as it is hard to  admit one 
has been dubbed all his life and  to laugh about yesterdays mistakes, like the laughing 



Buddha .  Mistakes are humane, but persevering in those mistakes is not.

Many have  chosen a life of fairytales and lies . 
The young people  who  been successfully conditioned via technology  and schooling 
have shown such indifference  and apathy about the future that is created for them. 
The highlight for many has become junk technology, and hanging around sporting 
events , shopping , bars and  restaurant,  consuming junk information and  toxic food .  
A sign of sophistication  has become analysing trivial consumption alternatives  eg.  
spending ages analysing a  restaurant menu as if they are acquiring the greatest 
wealth of life changing knowledge and making some of the most important decisions .
And  an  example  that money does not buy freedom , in Monaco they still enforce 
wearing  their muzzles indoors, as money is a control system of a group of self-elected 
‘elites’.

Majority are still living in total oblivion, easily pacified with bread and circus in this 
period of quiet before the next  and never ending storms of a controlled collapse and 
global power grab n the hands of the very few.

The  controlled opposition, the illusion of a manipulated alternative has been created 
where independent thinking is dismissed . 
‘The function of the fake binary’
https://off-guardian.org/2022/05/16/the-function-of-the-fake-binary/


